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Introduction

2

❖ Exploring the Higgs sector is important 
to understand  

→

❖ Higgs boson which is predicted in the Standard Model (SM) was detected at the Large 
Hadron Collider(LHC).

❖ Measurements of Higgs boson couplings
The relation between the mass of particle and 
Higgs coupling in the SM

The SM can explain the current results of the collider experiments below O(1) TeV.

mi 〜 yi v

mi ：Mass of particle i (quark and lepton)
mj ：Mass of gauge boson j 
yi ：Yukawa interaction for fermion i 
gj ：Higgs couplings for gauge boson j [The ATLAS collaboration [ATLAS 

Collaboration], ATLAS-CONF-2018-031]
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Introduction

❖ Exploring the Higgs sector is important 
to understand  

→

❖ However, phenomena beyond the SM have been reported.

❖ The extended Higgs models can explain phenomena 
beond the SM.

● Neutrino oscillations● Dark matter

● Baryon asymmetry of the Universe (BAU)

→  The SM has to be extended.

● The number of the Higgs field ?
● The Higgs field is elementary or composed ?
● Dynamics of the electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB) ?

❖ The Higgs sector is still vague.

→  Various extended Higgs models

Phenomena
beyond SM

M
Figure 1 : SM is not a perfect SuperMan (SM)...
 

Figure 2 : New physics model beyond SM
          as an example 

M New scalar bosons
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❖ Exploring the Higgs sector is important 
to understand  

→

❖ Electroweak Baryogenesis (EWBG) is a senario explaining BAU.

Sakharov’s 
conditions

→ Sphaleron process

→ Extended Higgs sector

→ Strongly first order electroweak phase 
transition (1st EWPT)

● Baryon number violation

● Departure from equilibrium

● C and CP violation

(φc / Tc ≳1 )

[A. D. Sakharov, Pisma Zh. Eksp. 
Teor. Fiz. 5, 32 (1967)]

The SM cannot satisfy the condition of strongly 1st EWPT φc / Tc ≳1 .
[Y. Aoki, F. Csikor, Z. Fodor and A. Ukawa, Phys. Rev. D 60, 013001 (1999)]

Potential at high 
temperature

Potential at 0 temperature

Potential at critical 
temperature TC

 φc  φ

Veff(φ,T)

❖ We can realize strongly 1st EWPT by extended Higgs models.

How do we test the models with strongly φc / Tc  ?



GWs are produced by collision of true vacuum bubbles.

Test of the model with strongly EWPT
❖ The model can realize φc / Tc ≳1 when hhh coupling is about 10% larger than the SM one.
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今年の２月と６月にLIGOが直接観測

したと発表

❖ I mainly use the deviations in the Higgs boson couplings from the SM to test the model 
by collider experiments.

 PRL 119, no. 16, 161101 (2017)

❖ The gravitational waves (GWs) occur when the model realizes the 1st EWPT. 

We can use measurements of Higgs boson coupling by collider experiments to 
test the model with φc / Tc ≳1.

The spectrum of the GW is characterized by the following parameters:
α ≃ Normalized latent heat released by EWPT,     β ≃ 1/(Duration of EWPT) 
 Tt ≃ Temperature at the end of EWPT,    vb ≃ Velocity of bubble wall

We can use GW observation experiment to test the model with φc / Tc ≳1.

These values depends on the information about Higgs potential
[A. Kosowsky, M. S. Turner, and R. Watkins, Phys. Rev. D45 (1992) 4514, 
Phys. Rev. Lett. 69 (1992) 2026]

[S. Kanemura, Y. Okada and E. Senaha, Phys. Lett. B 606, 361 (2005)]



GWs are produced by collision of true vacuum bubbles.

Test of the model with strongly EWPT
❖ The model can realize φc / Tc ≳1 when hhh coupling is about 10% larger than the SM one.
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今年の２月と６月にLIGOが直接観測

したと発表

❖ I mainly use the deviations in the Higgs boson couplings from the SM to test the model 
by collider experiments.

 PRL 119, no. 16, 161101 (2017)

❖ The gravitational waves (GWs) occur when the model realizes the 1st EWPT. 

We can use measurements of Higgs boson coupling by collider experiments to 
test the model with φc / Tc ≳1.

The spectrum of the GW is characterized by the following parameters:
α ≃ Normalized latent heat released by EWPT,     β ≃ 1/(Duration of EWPT) 
 Tt ≃ Temperature at the end of EWPT,    vb ≃ Velocity of bubble wall

We can use GW observation experiment to test the model with φc / Tc ≳1.

These values depends on the information about Higgs potential
[A. Kosowsky, M. S. Turner, and R. Watkins, Phys. Rev. D45 (1992) 4514, 
Phys. Rev. Lett. 69 (1992) 2026]

[S. Kanemura, Y. Okada and E. Senaha, Phys. Lett. B 606, 361 (2005)]

The extended Higgs model with strongly 1st EWPT may be tested by 
collider and GW observation experiments.



Then we assume that “the information can be completely 
obtained by the measurements of GWs when the peak of 
the spectrum is in the sensitivity region”.
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❖ We can quantitatively discuss the expected uncertainties in future space-based interferometers 
for parameters of the extended models by the fisher matrix analysis.

Spectrum

Sensitivity

[K. H. , R. Jinno, M. Kakizaki, S. Kanemura, T. Takahashi and M. Takimoto, Phys. Rev. D 99, no. 7, 075011 (2019)

The Fisher matrix analysis is essentially a Gaussian approximation of 
the likelihood function.

(The fisher matrix corresponds to the inverse of the covariance matrix.)

❖ We quantitatively discuss whether we can distinguish the O(N) singlet model with and without 
classical scale invariance by the synergy between the collider and GW experiment.

In this talk

❖ So far, we used GW measurements to test the extended Higgs 
model with strongly 1st EWPT.
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The Fisher matrix analysis is essentially a Gaussian approximation of 
the likelihood function.

O(N) singlet model
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❖ CSI prohibits the mass terms at the tree-level. 

E : boson loop effect

❖ This model has additional N singlet scalar fields with a global O(N) symmetry 
and classical scale invariance (CSI).

eの効果に

Model with O(N) singlet model with CSI
[K. H, M. Kakizaki, S. Kanemura and T. Matsui, RRD. 94, no 1, 015005(2016)]

Gildener and Weinberg method

● We assume that there is flat direction in the 
tree-level effective potential.

● On the flat direction, EWSB occurs by Coleman and 
Weinberg mechanism.

Tree-level effective 
potential

[E. Gildener and S. Weinberg, PRD13, 3333(1976)] 

In this time, we use the Gildener and Weinberg method to analyze the EWPT.
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E : boson loop effect

❖ Tree-level potential

eの効果に

Model with O(N) singlet model with CSI
[K. H, M. Kakizaki, S. Kanemura and T. Matsui, RRD. 94, no 1, 015005(2016)]

❖ Effective potential

❖ hhh coupling
This result does not depend on 
the number of scalar bosons N. 

[K.H, S. Kanemura and Y. Orikasa,  
PLB 752, 217 (2016)]
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E : boson loop effect

❖ Tree-level potential

eの効果に

Model with O(N) singlet model with CSI
[K. H, M. Kakizaki, S. Kanemura and T. Matsui, RRD. 94, no 1, 015005(2016)]

❖ Effective potential

❖ hhh coupling
This result does not depend on 
the number of scalar bosons N. 

[K.H, S. Kanemura and Y. Orikasa,  
PLB 752, 217 (2016)]

We consider the O(N) model without CSI and assume that hhh 
coupling of this model accidentally coincide with one of CSI model.

(Massive model)
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E : boson loop effect

❖ Tree-level potential

eの効果に

Model with O(N) singlet model with CSI
[K. H, M. Kakizaki, S. Kanemura and T. Matsui, RRD. 94, no 1, 015005(2016)]

❖ Effective potential

❖ hhh coupling
This result does not depend on 
the number of scalar bosons N. 

[K.H, S. Kanemura and Y. Orikasa,  
PLB 752, 217 (2016)]

We consider the O(N) model without CSI and assume that hhh 
coupling of this model accidentally coincide with one of CSI model.

Then we cannot distinguish CSI model and 
massive model by the collider.

(Massive model)
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The Fisher matrix analysis is essentially a Gaussian approximation of 
the likelihood function.

Results
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GW spectra from phase transition for O(N) singlet 
model with and without CSI

❖ GW spectrum in O(N) singlet model 
is described in right figure.

❖ We described the parameter region where the peak of GW 
spectrum is in the sensitivity region.

( α ≃ Normalized latent heat released by PT,     β ≃ 1 / The duration of PT )

[K. H, M. Kakizaki, S. Kanemura and T. Matsui, RRD. 94, no 1, 015005(2016)]

aa- O(N) singlet model with CSI  

❖ We can distinguish the models with and without the CSI 
when we completely obtain the parameter information by 
the GW observation experiments.

(Massive model)

The spectrum is 
characterized by α and β.

aa- O(N) singlet model without CSIaa  

N, mS  

(λS =0.1)

N, mS, |μS|

Input 
parameters

LISA: [arXiv:1512.06239 [astro-ph.CO]] DECIGO: [Class. Quant. Grav. 28, 094011(2011)]

(2 clusters)
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Testability of O(N) model with and without  CSI

❖ Fiducial point N =2 (with CSI), N=8 and |μS|=0 
(without CSI)

❖ We can estimate the expected constraints by the Fisher 
matrix analysis, which is essentially a Gaussian 
approximation of the likelihood function.

❖ Blue (Red) contour corresponds to 1 σ one for the 
measurements of GW by LISA at N=8 and |μS|=0 
massive model (N=2 model with CSI).

[K. H, R. Jinno, M. Kakizaki, S. Kanemura, T. Takahashi and M. Takimoto,  Phys. Rev. D 99, no. 7, 075011 (2019)]

This results correspond to the expected uncertainties with the 
observation period Tobs = 1 year.

(λS =0.1)

(We assume that we can apply the expression to one detector (LISA) 
 [E. Thrane and J. D. Romano, PRD 88 no. 12, (2013) 124032])
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❖ Tobs = 1 year, 3 years and 10 years.

❖ We can distinguish the model with CSI (N=2) and the model without CSI (N=8), when we 
measure the GW spectrum for 3 or 10 years with LISA experiment.

[K. H, R. Jinno, M. Kakizaki, S. Kanemura, T. Takahashi and M. Takimoto,  Phys. Rev. D 99, no. 7, 075011 (2019)]

Testability of O(N) model with and without  CSI

(λS =0.1)



 Summary
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❖ The extended Higgs model can explain the phenomena beyond 
the Standard model, such as baryon asymmetry of the university.

❖ We can complementarily test the models by the measurements 
of the various Higgs boson couplings and direct search of new 
boson at the collider experiments and the spectrum of 
gravitational wave at the future space-based interferometers.

❖ We have quantitatively discussed the testability of the model  
with strongly first-order electroweak phase transition by the 
collider and gravitational wave observation experiments.



Backup
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Fisher matrix analysis



❖ 白色矮星によるノイズ

Fisher matrix analysis



❖ 白色矮星によるノイズ

Fisher matrix analysis



Fisher matrix analysis
❖ Likelihood function

Noise for detection of GW：

Taylor expansion

[E. Thrane and J. D. Romano, Phys. Rev. D 88, no. 12, 124032 (2013)]

[N. Seto, Phys. Rev. D 73, 063001 (2006)]

[B. Allen and J. D. Romano, PRD59 (1999) 102001], [N. Seto, PRD73 (2006) 063001]



❖ Likelihood function

LISA, White dwarf : [A. Klein et al., 
Phys. Rev. D93 no. 2, (2016) 024003]

DECIGO, BBO : [K. Yagi and N. Seto,  
Phys. Rev. D83 (2011) 044011]

❖ Sample point

ΩGW, peak LI
SA

DECIG
O

White dwarf
BBO

GW spectrum

^

fGW, peak
^

(We assume that we can apply the 
expression to one detector (LISA).)

The inverse matrix of Fab is the covariance matrix.

 1σ contours (LISA)

❖ The expected constraints on the GW spectrum propagate to the parameters in the model.

Fisher matrix analysis



❖ Effective sensitivity 

[A. Klein et al., Phys. Rev. D93 no. 2, (2016) 024003]

[K. Yagi and N. Seto, Phys. Rev. D83 (2011) 044011]

Fisher matrix analysis



❖ Noise for the white dwarf [A. Klein et al., Phys. Rev. D93 no. 2, (2016) 024003]

Fisher matrix analysis



❖ 白色矮星によるノイズ

❖ The expected uncertainties for LISA at Fiducial point (mH, κ) = (166.4 GeV, 0.96)
（Blue ellipeses and bands）

Fisher matrix analysis

(vw=0.95）

 (vS, μ’S fixed)

 (vS, μ’S , μΦS fixed)



❖ Noise for binary neutron stars and binary black holes (Stochastic GW)

[Virgo, LIGO Scientic Collaboration, B. P. Abbott et al., arXiv:1710.05837 [gr-qc]]

This noise does not affect our analysis, because frequency of the noise is small.→

Fisher matrix analysis

(We tried to extrapolate the noise to 1 Hz, but our result doesn’t change.)
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Massless model



The model based on CSI for EWSB
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❖ Exploring the Higgs sector is important 
to understand  

→

→  EWSB cannot occur at the tree-level. 
❖ CSI prohibits mass term at the tree-level.

(μ2 < 0)

❖ EWSB can occur by Coleman and Weinberg mechanism. 
[S. R. Coleman and E. J. Weinberg, PRD7, 1888(1973)]

❖ The model imposing CSI on the SM doesn’t have Higgs 
boson(125GeV).

❖ We consider non-minimal Higgs model with CSI and analyze the model by 
Gildener and Weinberg method.

( mh
2 〜 the loop effects for the SM particles )
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The model based on CSI for EWSB
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❖ Exploring the Higgs sector is important 
to understand  

→

❖ Gildener and Weinberg method

( mh
2 〜 the loop effects for the SM particles )

● We assume that there is flat direction in the tree-level 
effective potential.

● On the flat direction, EWSB occurs by Coleman and 
Weinberg mechanism.

❖ The effective potential 

❖ All masses in the model are proportional to the vacuum expectation value.

❖ The models have characteristic features which are
      ★ Scaling factor of the hγγ coupling κγ

CSI ★ hhh coupling Γhhh
CSI

Tree-level effective 
potential[E. Gildener and S. Weinberg, PRD13, 3333(1976)] 

This model can satisfy with the Veltman 
condition. [O. Antipin, M. Mojaza and F. 
Sannino, Phys. Rev. D 89, no. 8, 085015 (2014)]



Discriminative phenomenological features for 
the models
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❖ Exploring the Higgs sector is important 
to understand  

→

❖ The models based on CSI for EWSB have three discriminative features.

( mh
2 〜 the loop effects for the SM particles )

● A general upper bound on the additional lightest mass m1
CSI 

● The scaling factor κγ
CSI of the hγγ coupling depends on numbers for singly- and 

doubly- charged scalar bosons

● The deviation in hhh coupling Γhhh
CSI is universally predicted at the leading order

[K. H, S. Kanemura and Y. Orikasa, PLB 752, 217(2016)]

❖ All masses are proportional to the vacuum expectation value.

→

→

→



General upper bound on the mass m1
CSI 
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❖ Exploring the Higgs sector is important 
to understand  

→

❖ The Higgs mass mh :

( mh
2 〜 the loop effects for the SM particles )❖ All masses are proportional to the vacuum expectation value.

❖ We consider the model with N extra scalar bosons  : m1
CSI ≤ m2

CSI≤ … ≤ mN
CSI
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今年の２月と６月にLIGOが直接観測

したと発表



The scaling factor κγ
CSI of the hγγ coupling
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❖ Exploring the Higgs sector is important 
to understand  

→

( mh
2 〜 the loop effects for the SM particles )❖ All masses are proportional to the vacuum expectation value.

n(m) is the number of singly-(doubly-) charged scalar bosons and τx = 4mτ
2/mh

2.

❖ The scaling factor κγ
CSI depends on n and m.

The loop effects Charged scalar masses

All masses are 
proportional to 
VEV.

(Large mass limit)

[K.H, S. Kanemura and Y. Orikasa,  PLB 752, 217 (2016)]



The scaling factor κγ
CSI of the hγγ coupling
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❖ Exploring the Higgs sector is important 
to understand  

→

( mh
2 〜 the loop effects for the SM particles )❖ All masses are proportional to the vacuum expectation value.

❖ The number of the charged scalar bosons in the models will be predicted 
by experiments!

1σ

2σ
 [The ATLAS collaboration 
[ATLAS Collaboration], 
ATLAS-CONF-2017-047.]

❖ HL-LHC can measure the κγ at 2-5% accuracy. 

Behavior of 
κγ

CSI in (n, m) 

(Degenerate charged scalar boson mass)

[S. Dawson et al., arXiv:1310.8361]

[K.H, S. Kanemura and Y. Orikasa,  PLB 752, 217 (2016)]



The deviation in hhh coupling Γhhh
CSI 
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❖ Exploring the Higgs sector is important 
to understand  

→

( mh
2 〜 the loop effects for the SM particles )❖ All masses are proportional to the vacuum expectation value.

❖ We might be able to check whether the models is true in the future! 

In the models, the loop effects are renormalized in the SM-like Higgs mass mh.

❖ In the models based on CSI for EWSB, Γhhh
CSI  is universally  

❖ We can calculate the deviation in hhh coupling by effective potential.  

Γhhh
For example… massive model with O(N) singlet scalar field (without CSI)

Γhhh
O(N

)

❖ (                ,L=5000fb-1) ILC can measure the hhh coupling at 10% accuracy. 
[K.Fujii et al.,  arXiv:1506.05992]

[K.H, S. Kanemura and Y. Orikasa,  PLB 752, 217 (2016)]

.





μS, N, mS, λS

[ 
[M. Kakizaki et al, PRD 92, no.11, 115007 (2015)] 



❖ 白色矮星によるノイズ

Model parameters

aaO(N) singlet model with CSI  

(Massive model)aaO(N) singlet model without CSIaa  

N, mS  

N, mS, |μS|

Input

Input
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Others



Gravitational waves interferometers

❖ If electroweak phase transition (EWPT) is 1st order, gravitational waves (GWs) 
occur from EWPT. 

43

★ Ground-based GWs interferometers (LIGO, KAGRA, Advanced Virgo, …)

今年の２月と６月にLIGOが直接観測

したと発表

These experiments can detect GWs from the early universe such 
as electroweak 1stOPT, and so on.

★ Future space-based GWs interferometers ( LISA, DECIGO, ... )

These experiments can detect GWs from astronomical origin.→

LIGO detected GWs directly.

→ 

 [PRL.116, no. 6,061102(2016), PRL.116, no. 24, 241103(2016), 
  PRL. 118, no. 22, 221101 (2017),  PRL. 119, no. 14, 141101 (2017),
  PRL 119, no. 16, 161101 (2017)]

 PRL 119, no. 16, 161101 (2017)

LISA is scheduled to launch 
into space in 2034.
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The measurements of the deviations
[Snowmass Higgs Working Group Report (1310.8361)]❖ The measurement of κ  

[K.Fujii et al.,  arXiv:1506.05992][S.Dawson et al.,arXiv:1310.8361]❖ The measurement of λhhh

λhhh

HL-LHC 14 TeV 3000fb-1　　ILC 500GeV 4000fb-1　　ILC 1TeV 2000fb-1(5000fb-1)　　　

50% 27% 16% (10%)

%
%
%
%
%
%

%
%

ILC 250GeV 

2000fb-1

[ K. Fujii et al., arXiv:1710.07621 [hep-ex]]
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The measurements of the deviations

[“ATLAS and CMS Collaborations” JHEP 1608, 045 (2016)]
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The measurements of the deviations

Snowmass Higgs Working Group Report (1310.8361)

-
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The measurements of the deviations

  K. Fujii et al., arXiv:1710.07621 [hep-ex] (New physics effects)

For example,
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[G. Aad et al. [ATLAS and CMS Collaborations], 
JHEP 1608, 045 (2016)]



49 H. Baer et al., arXiv:1306.6352 [hep-ph].
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Landau pole
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We take the same benchmarkpoint as case S2 in [K.Fuyuto, E. Senaha, 
Phys.Rev.D90 (2014) no.1, 015015]

170 -20

❖ Potential

Running of scalar coupling

❖ Benchmark point
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　Constraints
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We take the same benchmarkpoint as case S2 in [K.Fuyuto, E. Senaha, 
Phys.Rev.D90 (2014) no.1, 015015]

❖ Perturbative unitarity

❖ Vacuum stability

❖ Oblique parameters



　Direct search
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We take the same benchmarkpoint as case S2 in [K.Fuyuto, E. Senaha, 
Phys.Rev.D90 (2014) no.1, 015015]

[T. Robens and T. Stefaniak, Eur. Phys. J. C 76, no. 5, 268 (2016)]



　Direct search
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We take the same benchmarkpoint as case S2 in [K.Fuyuto, E. Senaha, 
Phys.Rev.D90 (2014) no.1, 015015]

[A. IlnickaT. Robens and T. Stefaniak, arXiv:1803.03594]

x : VEV for singlet scalar field



The constraint on singlet scalar field HL-LHC
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We take the same benchmarkpoint as case S2 in [K.Fuyuto, E. Senaha, 
Phys.Rev.D90 (2014) no.1, 015015]

[M. Carena, Z. Liu and M. Riembau, Phys. Rev. D 97, 095032 (2018)]

~ -0.15



The constraint on singlet scalar field HL-LHC
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We take the same benchmarkpoint as case S2 in [K.Fuyuto, E. Senaha, 
Phys.Rev.D90 (2014) no.1, 015015]

[M. Carena, Z. Liu and M. Riembau, Phys. Rev. D 97, 095032 (2018)]



GW spectrum from 1stOPT

❖ The bubble nucleation rate per unit volume per unit time:

58

α ≃ Normalized latent heat released by PT,     β ≃ 1/(The duration of PT) 

(S3 : the three dimensional Euclidean action
  H : the Hubble parameter)

❖ Transition temperature Tt :   

❖ The GW spectrum is characterized by α and β :   

(The temperature at the end of phase transition)

[M. Kamionkowski, A. Kosowsky and M. S. Turner, Phys. Rev. D 49, 2837 (1994)]“Bubble collision(Envelope approximation) n=2, m=2”

,



❖ The bubble nucleation rate per unit volume per unit time:
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Phase transition

❖ The bounce solution φb is obtained by equation of motion.

Boundary 
condition
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Phase transition
❖ The bounce solution φb is obtained by equation of motion.

❖ We can obtain Sb by the bounce solution φb.

(We can obtain Tt by the equation.)→ 

Boundary 
condition



61[J.R.Espinosa,T.Konstandin, J.M.No and G. Servant,JCAP 1006,028 (2010)]
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